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A.S. Coomer
A.S. Coomer is an avid reader, writer and 
taco eater. His work has appeared or is forth-
coming in Red Fez, Dead Mule School of 
Southern Literature, Literary Orphans, The 
Quill, Blotterature, GFT Press, Flash Fiction 
Magazine, Oxford Magazine, Fredericksburg 
Literary and Art Review, Heater, The 
Broadkill Review, Degenerate Literature, 
The Merida Review, Foliate Oak Literary 
Magazine, Rat’s Ass Review, Moonglasses 
Magazine, Thirteen Myna Birds, Full Of 
Crow, Intrinsick Magazine and Serving House 
Journal, to name a few. You can find him 
at www.ascoomer.wordpress.com. He also 
runs a “record label” for poetry: www.lost-
longgoneforgottenrecords.wordpress.com.

Nocturne #2

It’s young, over yonder,
the dewy-eyed baby of dusk and day.
It’s bright with neon, lit by drinks,
the glasses clink in riot
then stand naked and empty by 
the sink come morning.
The radiance of festivities,
the aura of promise,
the unmistakable mirage of tireless youth,
sitting like soap scum
around the drain edge
while you try to hedge your bets
on whether calling in
to work--again--will get you canned,
come the pallid, pallor morning.
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Nolin

I want to be in that place
where the cloud white
meets the white and tan of the river birch.
I want to live in the ripples
of the Nolin
as it laps smooth the silt stones,
caresses both bank and root,
as it flees towards the ever larger body.
I want to be the place
for sunrise and sunset,
a warm spot for basking
snapping turtles,
an eddy pool for midday soaks. 
I want to matter in a subtle way,
a purer form of existence,
tried and true and blue,
everything in motion but standing timeless,
there and nowhere else and without distinction,
save the form.
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Late September Blues

It’s getting to be about that time of year
when “can” and “have to”
begin to sound a lot like
Cain and Abel.
Who wants to do anything
under such an oppressive sky?
The riverbed is dark
with the first of the fallen leaves;
the lawns are beginning their slow retreat
into hibernation.
Coffee in the afternoon
but sleep still comes heavy-handed into the evenings,
a drunken uncle really trying to hammer in that dirty joke
that everybody already got.
The crisp chill in the morning air,
fog on the windows, sweating with your breath,
teases the hair to stand erect on your bristling neck,
makes you reach for that old, threadbare sweater -
The same one from high school.
I’m never sure what to do around this time of year.
My feet want to move,
kick up and head out,
but my mind is hazy, slagging with memoria,
twisted twines of reddened leaves, friends and family.
Picking out pumpkins with brother, mother and dad.
Dying my hair the blackest of blacks and 

jamming in the vampire teeth.
The world tends to slow for me, now.
Coats itself in a mirror
reflecting back the moments;
giving me pause.
Makes me think that’s why Dracula never 

could see himself in the glass.
Maybe he just saw a collection of memories, 

a bundle of moments passed, 
peering back from the past
like slow knives in the night.
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And really, who can’t see
how easy it would be
to get trapped inside that dead-end Platonist cave?
Forever chained, wide-eyed and mistakenly enraptured,
lost, so lost, in reverie?
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Everyone’s Uncle

He’s full of anger and biting cynicism;
already had the one heart attack
and working steadily on the next
with the full surety that even it couldn’t kill him.
Laughing at all the things
that no one else in their right mind would:
bearded man tossing a loaded backpack 
in the middle of terrified (white Christian) Texans
while in full arab garb, robe’s just a-flowin’,
sandals clap-clap-clappin’ as he dashed away. 
“Now, that’s a joke, right?” Ha Ha Ha.
There’re spaces between his sentences,
filled to the teeth with wet throat-clearing,
huffs for breaths that haven’t come in unobstructed
since he was sixteen. Chock-full of groans,
little disappointments that he doesn’t think we can hear,
little pains that start and stop 
like the skipping needle, dust-shrouded & scratchy,
on the warped Tom T. Hall record
because everything from Jesus
to Jack Daniels really is just an ode
to half a pound of ground round.
Always carrying and never slow to show,
Guns and God, Sweet Baby Jesus & 

good ol’ Mr. Winchester,
both things that pop and go, baby. Get Right
or get left behind, let the Big Guy sort ‘em out.
The bravado of a scared and insecure man, obviously.
A man in love with the trigger
and the power he thinks it gives him.
The desperate palm-slapping
for any sense of control
in a great, big world
of people he just doesn’t understand.
The little targets flutter in the breeze
after the bullets have already skidded off
and sunk like knives into their tombs
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among fallen leaves and pre-winter weeds.
They’ll probably stay right there 
until the next great civilization unearths them. 
Holding each bronzed bullet
up to their artificial lamps and wondering why
it was there. Then bagging it up as just another artifact
from another battle in what’ll come to be known as 
The Great Asininity, The Great Misunderstanding,
or The Ne Plus Ultra Xenophobic Crescendo.
Then your uncle’s smile will appear and you’ll get it. 
That goddamn smirk,
just like the sudden, unexpected ray of sunlight 
that makes you look up and smile, open-

mouthed and beaming,
just before the bird shits in your face. 
The world’s a joke and it’s always on you.
Of course, the lifestyle is killing him,
slowly, painfully, the claws are in there
and they’re not going anywhere but deeper,
but at least he’s laughing and you can’t help
but turn away.
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The Great Mountain 
Must Crumble

“The great mountain must crumble.”
-Confucius

The great mountain must crumble,
That lone birch will break.
The skies will darken,
the night will refuse to speak.
You will scuttle along.
You will flutter along.
You will find fault and falter,
shutter and quit singing the song.
The great mountain will crumble
because that’s what mountains do
in time.
The great mountain will crumble
because the world spins
and gravity pulls.
Sometimes there is a weight that is beyond measure;
a darkness more blue than black. 
The great mountain must crumble.
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Swastika Jajoo
Swastika Jajoo is a final year Literature stu-
dent from Lady Shri Ram College, New Delhi. 
Currently the Coordinator for Expressions, 
the creative writing society in her college, 
Swastika has also been associated with the 
internationally acclaimed Jaipur Literature 
Festival. She was invited to New York to receive 
the KidSpirit Award for her poetry in 2014.

Soul Meets Soul on Lover’s Lips

You are here and you are breathing 
heavily.  
I have been breathing heavily too.
Our disjointed breathing leaves stale 

pockets of air in the corners 
of the bedroom and the weight of nights 

that could have been 
hangs at the corner of our mouths. 
I am crawling on all fours towards you and you 
turn around to look at me.
The room smells of caramel and cream, and 
Your distinct smell that is neither caramel
nor cream.
My dreams are coiled around your sinuous fingers,
and you are arched beneath me now,
part dark chocolate 
with a pinch of sea-salt, 
and I am drinking from your lips,
fumbling between mouthfuls 
as you guide my aching hand 
from place to place to place, 
all lessons in the exquisite art of feeling 
how to feel.
my hands pressed against 
your chest and your arms around my
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bare back. 
I have you pinned to the floor, my tongue
reading maps with tactile accuracy 
and forming words that stick 
inside your clefts and cleaves 
as you become a moaning mound 
beneath me.
My name on your lips echoes 
within these walls throbbing on the ends 
of my lingering fingertips 
on the edges of your body, drawing
outlines of words in circumscribed areas,
I stick my tongue out and lick 
love away from its precincts—
love is free -- 
Love is a four-letter word that 
comes on all fours and carves crimson infinities
on the nape of your neck.
You breathe heavily and then you hold
your breath. Absolute stillness and closed eyes,
the pockets of air we left shiver like warm skies
against your spine.
I am inside you and you cannot breathe
but you hold me tightly.
I am so unaccustomed to such renditions 
of my name, but each time my name escapes your mouth
it is as though you are creating me 
over and over again, anew.
You do not want to let go, and I make no attempt
to free myself.
I stroke your hair and keep kissing you between
your eyebrows, feeling the sweat from your palms
christen my back
You open your eyes and your arms 
slither upwards, now around my neck 
and you press my head to your chest.
A strand of your hair twirls in between, 
and I kiss that too, you
whisper to me amid this frisson of love 
and sweat, our bodies drenched 
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in each other’s scents,
‘Darling,
I love you 
and I will have no one else’ 
Like the warm regards on a letter
after the rest of it has been neatly 
written out,
you raise your head, brush your 
lips against mine and I know
in one moment
what Shelley meant when he said
‘Soul meets soul on lover’s lips’
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How we (don’t) dance in the rain

I would like to be the smell of wet earth for you
on rainy days.
We are not the kind to
dance and fall into each other’s arms 
in the midst of a heavy shower, but
I would like to sit cross-legged across from you
read to you, try to 
hold the hinges of the world in place
with five vowels and three consonants,
I would like to measure out 
the intensity of the rain in words
curving into themselves
and spell them out for you 
to see, touch, feel, reveal, repeat.
Every time I hear you speak, 
there is an urgency that rises in me
to preserve the pitch of your voice,
the sound of your words, 
the manner of your breathing,
to create a catalogue of your action 
and inaction 
in order to remember accurately 
where you pause and play, how
you pause and play, to 
tease out secrets 
from the parchment of your face
without even looking. 
I have always been too afraid of forgetting,
afraid that 
things, feeling, people, passages 
get washed away slowly, erode 
and become sweet nothings 
with vaguely familiar smells and tastes.
That is why I insist on preservation: insist
on memorizing the back of your hand 
before saying I know you like the back of your hand.
It is raining, and I read poem after poem after poem 
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to you, hoping that the endless dance 
of words compensates
for the lack of us dancing, hoping
that some word somewhere
catches you off guard and makes you smile
suddenly, unexpectedly. 
I have written my soul down on paper
for you.
It is paper thin now, and 
it is for you to keep.  
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For the Keeper of My Skies

Today,
after taking off, I wished you were
on the plane to see the beautiful layering of shades
in the twilight sky
dancing blues and serenading yellows
amid a whisper of clouds
your eyes reflecting The Starry Night
in all its celestial sincerity.
 
Van Gogh was an artist of mad beauty,
wasn’t he?
 
I wish you could sit next to me
hold my hand and close your eyes,
become a wave of colour gliding
through an open field of azure,
gulping in air with a hunger for life
and knowing that when your lips meet mine
we kiss a sky into existence.
 
each moment carved out
with surgical precision, so the two of us
with my curls and your tresses
could inhabit it together.
 
Every instant in your absence, I conjure you
with an increasing urgency afraid of forgetting you,
forgetting the depth in your eyes
and the shape of your lips, forgetting
what it is like to hold you in my arms
and tell you how much I love you, forgetting
how in the faint glow of light,
you are cosmic madness—
but how can I forget something
that I know to the very depth
of my two-hundred-and-six bones
and all of my immortal soul?
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the mouth of memory herself,
absolved of this cycle
of remembering and forgetting.
You are the sea and I am a touch of brine
and I swear every time I look at you,
I drown a little more.
I need no rescuing.
 
I wish you were here, measuring the shadows
of my fingers on my words as I write them,
running your fingers through my hair
as if each strand was the fragile vein
of an old parchment.
I wish I could tell you all my stories
like a drawer in an ancient attic
that has just been opened
because I know you feel my words.
 
I want us to be a story
that doesn’t need writing down.
 
Now,
we are preparing to land
and I’ve been wondering if I told you
as I was leaving
that you look beautiful today
 
because you look beautiful today.
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The Thorough Incompleteness 
of Journeys Without You

I am moving past destinations
at train speed, fogging the window
with my breath
and tracing your name
like I trace my fingers along
the nape of your neck
as you curl into me
perfectly.
 
I imagine us as apostrophes
curling into each other
and within the enclosure
of our quotation mark bodies
is ill-punctuated distance.
 
Over and over again,
I trace
your name
and wait for the fog
to fill the glassy outlines
of each letter
before I can rewrite them.
 
Darling, distance gives me
unimaginable migraines, like
each letter of your name
is a half shadow
doing a death dance
in the corner of my head.
 
I keep falling asleep and waking up
to the steady chugging of the engine,
feeling the emptiness in the seat
next to me
rise up to a lump in my throat.
I have never taken a train journey
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with you, but now
that I have you
train journeys without you
seem like forced trials of time.
and I should go back
to reading news stories,
collecting headlines
in my little jar
of apocalypse,
 
but tracing your name
on fogged glass
seems more urgent to me,
as though it will bring you
a little bit closer,
shrink the world
just a little bit,
so somewhere along
these parallel train tracks
we’ll discover a passage
that spells escape
 
and I’ll see you on the other side,
darling,
I’ll see you on the other side.
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In the Meanwhile

In the meanwhile
I could write you a poem 
or
I could write you
as though you were a scent 
of soft violet orchids 
that wafted to me on a dewy morning 
and whispered in fragrances 
that can never be known, only felt
like most things about you 
.
summer afternoons are spelt by 
the smell of you
next to me
closer and closer still.
what are we thinking of? 
what would it take 
to take this forward? 
It doesn't matter: for now,
your eyes are a slice of the sun
and i take in light one ray at a time, afraid
that too much will blind me.
Sometimes,
it does. 
.
Afternoons that are happy prelude 
to evenings with you 
that I picture as being two
abstract paintings 
on a quaint cafe wall, holding conversations 
in secret, tripping on our own words 
and picking ourselves up with
the imperfections of each stroke. 
some colours happen by chance, like you and me. 
.
Nights 
are better. 
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Darkness is 
always better. 
You curled up next to me inside a room where 

the only recognizable sounds 
are raindrops and your breath.
The pace of our breathing quickens in 

accordance with the skies 
as you hold my face in your delicate hands 
and kiss me senseless, 
as if you needed rescuing and I was your saviour. 
We both need rescuing.
I open the window to let the rain in and kiss 

the drops that line your neck.
There is a symphony that is being woven. 
Soon, it is just you and me
and the rest of the universe 
becomes a passenger in the backseat 
as I hold you closer
and you whisper to me:
This is as close as we can get, 
and I wish we could be closer still
.
As an afterthought 
I hope that every poem I write
for you, on you, because of you 
or otherwise 
makes you want to hold me closer
and kiss me a little longer 
because 
this is all I have
this is all I am.
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Jennifer 
Lothrigel
Jennifer Lothrigel is a poet and artist residing 
in the San Francisco Bay area. Her work has 
been published in Trivia: Voices of Feminism, 
Narrative Northeast, Poetry Quarterly, 
Firefly Magazine, Cordella Magazine, 
Dirty Chai, We’ Moon and elsewhere.

Arriving Into The World 
of My Body

I arrived like a river
brushing up against muddy edges,
softening edgy stones along my way.
I arrived within a body and I became
my own body
and I became the bodiless essence of 
night light glowing on my skin.
I became the dense meaning behind
letting go and
the mountain’s version of atonement,
the still existence of standing in the bright of high noon
with your shadow harsh
for all to see.  
I entered unsuppressed,
and like the silent woods receiving an unexpected guest
quickly hid away my secret creatures.
I greeted the atmosphere’s breath with reverie
and bowed my spine 
to an inescapable longing for balance,
allowed my sorrow to be weightless
and drift through multiple realities;
remembered how to arrive like a feather.
Remembered there were constellations in my bones 

mailto:JenniferLothrigel@gmail.com
mailto:JenniferLothrigel@gmail.com
mailto:JenniferLothrigel@gmail.com
mailto:JenniferLothrigel@gmail.com
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weaving ancient stories
with a newly formed stable cosmos.
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Sleep Remedy

Take imperfect limbs and unite them 
with an unconditional lover.

Imagine a tribe of sweating women 
dancing around your fire.

Be a daughter of ancestral seas and flow your 
river back to the Great First womb 

of water.
Hang your mountain summiting mind 

with blood red Sari ribbon,
outside your bedroom window,
and ask the night’s stars to gently kiss it upon the cheek.
Flicker the flame at the center of your body altar,
while you drip away your outer layers.
Be a fully awakened being tomorrow.
Tonight, be the brown bear denning in the 

arms of the Earth Mother,
your breath slowly rolling through your 

cosmic inner night sky.
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Body Image

Seed filled fig, 
buoyant jelly, 
cool—
pressed close against triple cream cheese.
I am the inside mush soft delicacy fruit
wanting to be consumed fully.
The waited-out moment of ripe perfection
that remembers only 
the way the moon loved her during the night, 
only the sweet life inside her skin 
where beauty expanded 
with no mind 
to justify its value.
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Psyche is a Monarch butterfly 

Half mythological creature,
half vulnerable body and wings.
Do you want to find your place in the world?
Does the impermanence of third dimension reality
lure you towards some charted destiny?
Or do you want to flutter your marvelous wings
silently pulsing your body
up and down 
against the sunlight splattered air?
Forget about migration.
Revel in beautiful orange and black painted bodies
keeping each other warm,
stacked upon one another high up in the eucalyptus tree,
resting before the long flight.
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I Want To Be Soft

I want to be soft
and melt into my world
like honey
spilling over 
into places uninvited,
like chocolate in the
side pocket door
of the car 
on a hot day
without its wrapper on.
The soft 
my soul embodies—
skin draped bones
moved by mystical puppet strings
that shed their dust in the spotlight.
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Milt Montague
Milt Montague was born and raised in New 
York City. He survived The Great Depression, 
the school system, and World War II. Back to 
finish college, marry and help raise 3 lovely 
daughters. After many years as an indepen-
dent business person, retirement and back to 
college, spent 20 years of reveling in knowl-
edge, then discovered writing at 85. Now at 
90 plus he has 85 poems and 15 brief memoirs 
published in 25 different magazines, so far…

counting my blessings

once I was blessed with loving parents
twice I was blessed with a dear loving wife
thrice I was blessed with solicitous daughters
fivefold are my blessed wondrous grandchildren
I am fortunate of men
to have survived till today
write this to others not as lucky
do not despair for tomorrow 
fortune’s countenance 
may shine on you
at 91, I look forward to publishing my 90th poem
in a newly discovered career as a writer and poet
to enjoying the next concert at Carnegie Hall
with my beloved companion and wife
in both good health and humor 
so rejoice, ring the bells
tomorrow will come
but only for
some
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life counselor

the field of
life counseling
requires vast erudition
a consummate knowledge
acquired in diverse areas of life
my degrees are
a long life…so far
been terrific…till now
dealt with tragedy…clearly
filled with romantic love…luckily
became wise over time….hopefully
ready to counsel others…for payment
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London Painting

tiny droplets of rain
barely visible
in a mad dance
on a canvas of black 
splotches of street light
radiating from white
to grey to almost black
occasionally dimly 
outlining a human figure
partially encased in an umbrella
struggling to make headway
against the notoriously
incomprehensible
London Fog
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moonlight

the moon at it’s fullest tonight
large and pristine white
a beacon of light
too bright
but 
where’s June
the lover’s moon
prompting him to croon
a gushy heart rendering tune
a classic plea to Eros for help
in the specialty he is most noted for
remedy for a passionate but unrequited love
the fervor of a young swain
under the magic light from heaven
joy of reaching the apotheosis of his dream
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writing poetry

relaxing pensively on my recliner
a streak flashes past my eyes
a mishmash of letters
I slow it down 
decipher this garbled 
memo from my inner being
slowly it coalesces
into an intelligent message
my mind is telling me something 
…it has at long last found peace
after many years of strife 
and turmoil I find 
that now
poetry is
a pressure valve
allowing me to enjoy 
my last years in peace and serenity
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Saloni Kaul
Saloni Kaul, author and poet, was first pub-
lished at the age of ten and has been in print 
since. As critic and columnist Saloni has en-
joyed thirty eight years of being published. 
Saloni Kaul's first volume, a fifty poem col-
lection was published in the USA in 2009. 
Subsequent volumes include Universal 
One and Essentials All. Most recent Saloni 
Kaul poetic production has been pub-
lished in Poetry Quarterly, The Penwood 
Review, Eye On Life Magazine, Tipton 
Poetry Journal, The Horrorzine, Poetry And 
Paint Anthology, Misty Mountain Review, 
Inwood Indiana,  Mad Swirl,  FIVE Poetry 
and The Voices Project. Upcoming publica-
tion acceptances include Sentinel Quarterly 
(October 2016)  as well as AJI Magazine.

Haphazard Revolutionaries 
Seek Leader 

As though at the behest of some primeval thinking force
A distant sun’s haze is agleam 
Vying with the shape-changing clouds for form 
Like sharp forecasts, predictions fetched from dream. 

When channeling sighs into thought tunnels that transform 
Perhaps a cheerier brighter sound results anew.
The sheer yearning of those shapeless for form 
Makes the gold sun spring into view. 
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Quid Pro Quo

All niceties soon melted, attitude softened,
All tested in the crucible. 

Unspelt the niceties’ criterion, 
A measure  most resilient compressible  

Where those who have the ways and 
means to give are gracious, 

Where quid pro quo is kindly as penny 
proverbial for thought 

Or royalties on time matter of fact and spacious.
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Statement

Colourist-like tone-painting 
in a thoroughly modern poem 
uses the extended image 
and stretches so the simile 
till it becomes amazingly enough
a  metaphoric miniature poem
within the vibrant many-hued tone poem. 

It is most valid concentrated poetry 
that plays experiments with individual images
and similes and neatly panelled collective ones too 
in the one poem’s observation and inner poetic fact 
that’s clear and right away reducible 
to a prized single line perhaps. 

Ah yet I have a whole world built upon
that one and only observation, so visual! 
While the images are bold, the poetic thread 
is subtle and seldom overstates. 
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Thoughts All Buttoned

Buttoned, unbuttoned count them all,
Petal-like memory patterns call!
Re-plan your lives and rearrange
And represent in solid sought lines change.

Each frontal surface fresh as thought, 
Old whirling patterns swim like signals sent,
Before my eyes like brand new jewels bought.
How easily the past shapes the present!      
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The Twist 

At the peak of a dream when the revelation’s all 
too near comes the twist like a clap 

That cuts loud into silences long in the 
thick of the drama involved 

And you’re jerked out of it like a bird on a 
branch when it swings with a force.
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